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F or many people, shopping for clothes is an 

unpleasant chore while others fi nd it an 

addictive hobby. But for professional fashion 

stylists servicing an exclusive clientele, shopping 

is serious business. Personal stylists in three cities 

share their insights on how to address their elite 

clients’ needs. 

“My clients are high-achieving women,” 

reports personal stylist Hanna Lee of Chicago, 

noting women in their fi fties — typically corporate 

CEOs, attorneys, physicians, and entrepreneurs 

— is the prime demographic for her fi rm, Hanna 

Lee Style. She also works with a few celebrities 

and out-of-town clients who book sessions months 

in advance of their visits to the Windy City. 

 “Most women I work with wear and love 

classic, timeless styles,” says Lee of her clients 

who are busy with work, family and travel. “They 

appreciate the time that goes into a highly curated 

wardrobe and that’s why I’m hired, to save time so 

they can spend it where it matters to them,” says 

Lee. Her relationships with boutique owners 

VIP
Shopping

By Roger Grody

With no need to fi ght crowds 
for bargains, privileged 
shoppers sip champagne 
while personal stylists 
reinvent them.
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result in VIP treatment for those clients, including 

special hours and previews of new collections.

“My personal style is similar to most of 

my clients: classic with a twist,” says Lee. “I like 

to add something unexpected, which could be a 

pop of color, texture or a unique pair of shoes,” 

she adds. While Lee favors labels like Narcisco 

Rodriguez, Max Mara and Brunello Cucinelli, she 

also appreciates emerging designers. “I love small 

independent designers and support them when I 

can — that is, when they fit my client’s aesthetics 

and style,” qualifies the stylist.  

Lee encourages clients to discover new 

looks but respects their own fashion integrity. 

“Most of my clients have a very defined sense of 

their style so while they’re open to being pushed 

out of their comfort zones, I do it in a way that 

doesn’t sacrifice their own personal style,” she 

says. “Styling relationships are all about trust, so 

I’m honest with my clients and they appreciate 

that,” insists Lee. 

Lee acknowledges the Internet is making 

personal styling more accessible, so she has 

increased her own technology presence with 

virtual services that can engage customers 

across the country. However, she cautions, 

“There’s nothing like being in a dressing room, 

in person, showing clients looks that have been 

thoughtfully curated.”   

In Los Angeles, busy 

women turn to Joubert Styling for 

personalized wardrobe services. 

“There are definitely more business 

opportunities for personal styling 

in L.A. due to the entertainment 

industry, and because people here 

are very focused on appearances,” 

reports founder Catherine Joubert. 

While some of her clients 

are celebrities, most are studio 

executives, physicians and affluent 

stay-at-home moms looking for a 

new wardrobe after a pregnancy. 

“Some don’t have a personal 

style, others just need a fresh set 

of eyes,” explains Joubert. Forty 

percent of her clients are male 

and despite L.A.’s laid-back vibe, 

they do have occasions to dress up. 

“Men still need a suit, but it’s not 

as conservative as it used to be, 

so clients can be bolder with their 

fabric choices and don’t need to shy 

away from color,” says the stylist. 

Commenting that L.A. is very 

accepting of new styles, Joubert 
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Hanna Lee (right) ensures VIP treatment for her clients at chic Chicago boutiques.

“There’s nothing like being in a dressing 
room, in person, showing clients looks 

that have been thoughtfully curated.”
— Hanna Lee

suggests, “Go ahead and rock it, as long as you 

feel comfortable.” She continues, “Fashion is not 

a science, so there’s lots of room for interpretation 

and application,” and suggests that confidence 

frequently makes bold choices appear more 

successful. Joubert believes a stylist often needs to 

double as a psychologist, easing clients’ insecurities 

and drawing attention to their best features. 

After first conducting an audit on his or 

her closet, Joubert meets her client for shopping. 

“Some clients like to go through the racks with 

me, but many prefer I pre-select items, so when 

they arrive we go straight to the fitting rooms.” 

For ladies, Joubert is currently fond of Paris-based 

labels Zadig & Voltaire, Maje and Sandro, while 

for male clients she appreciates John Varvatos, 

Hugo Boss and Ted Baker. Boutique-hopping on 

Rodeo Drive may be what many people envision 

of personal stylists in L.A., but those working with 

“real people” prefer high-end department stores, 

some of which make special accommodations for 

professional shoppers. 

fit right into that category,” she 

explains.

Like Joubert, Schafer prefers 

pre-selecting merchandise for her 

clients, who have access to private 

fitting rooms when they arrive at the 

store, their chic Ashley Schafer-

branded shopping bags already 

packed with snacks and swag. “If a 

client walked into the store on her 

own, she might gravitate to items 

that are not the best fit or color for 

her, and the sales girl wouldn’t know 

what pieces suit her or her lifestyle,” 

she reports.

“Anybody can drape 

themselves in Gucci and Louis 

Vuitton and look expensive,” says 

Schafer, who does not believe a 

woman needs to spend a fortune 

to look great. “Find a trend that 

feels authentic to your own sense 

of style and don’t feel pressured 

to participate in something just 

because it’s trendy,” recommends 

the Philadelphia image consultant, 

who believes most people just need 

a little help with their choices. PH
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Philadelphia stylist and image consultant Ashley Schafer explores the racks for her clients.

Los Angeles’ Catherine Joubert searches for the perfect outfit.

In Philadelphia, image consultant and 

personal stylist Ashley Schafer offers a wide 

range of services, from closet audits and shopping 

to travel styling, including convenient virtual 

services. “As an image consultant, I want to 

know what your desired image is, how you want 

others to perceive you and what your lifestyle’s 

like,” explains Schafer, who begins every client 

relationship with a series of probing questions 

encompassing career, social activities and 

aspirations. Schafer also checks out the client’s 

closet to see what she is doing right and how she 

has gone astray.

Many of Schafer’s clients are professional 

women who recently received a promotion, are 

seeking a career change or simply transitioning 

into a new chapter in their lives. Working with 

a professional to cultivate a new wardrobe and 

image is not an unjustified expense, insists 

Schafer. “Women think nothing of spending a 

few hundred dollars on their hair and invest in 

personal trainers, so styling and image consulting 

Trending Now
Some winter styles are classically perennial while 
others are subject to the whims of Parisian designers 
and celebrity influencers. Here’s what’s hot this 
winter season:

Outerwear: For warmth, women are learning that the 
dramatic-looking capes draping willowy runway models are 
actually very practical. Philadelphia stylist Ashley Schafer 
suggests investing in a “statement coat” distinguished by its 
coloring or detailing.

Colors: Hanna Lee observes rich, saturated colors trending 
this season, along with monochromatic winter white outfits, 
a favorite of the Chicago stylist. Schafer adds that neon 
colors are also brightening the scene.

Patterns: Lee reports houndstooth and plaid remain 
classic winter patterns, and L.A.’s Catherine Joubert reveals 
the emergence of animal prints in untraditional colors.

Luxe Touch: Faux fur echoes a timeless expression 
of wintertime extravagance, and chic brands like Fendi 
and Balenciaga are splashing their logos over cashmere 
sweaters.

Accessories: Schafer believes shoes, scarves and bags 
are great ways to test audacious trends (e.g. neon colors, 
bold prints), and suggests hats convey confidence. 

Menswear: Joubert reports that flannel — not the 
lumberjack look, but a more sophisticated interpretation — is 
a definite trend this season.
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